
            Hello Year 2!
Welcome back to the 

final term of year 2! We 
look forward to exploring 
the deep, darkness of 

space! 

Term 6

Space

English
Our English will focus on a 
variety of genres including: 

Diary entries, powerful 
descriptions, instructions and 

newspaper reports.  

Our reading will continue to 
focus on the key skills of 
retrieve, interpret and 

choice. 

In spelling we are focusing on 
the use of suffixes such as 

-ing, -ed and -ly alongside the 
common exception words.

Maths
In Maths we are 

exploring fractions, 
including a half, a 

quarter, a third and a 
fifth. We will also be 

beginning to tell the time 
to o’clock, half past, 

quarter to and quarter 
past. 

Science
In science, we are 
exploring famous 

scientists and inventors. 
This will include the 

inventor of the 
waterproof Charles 
Macintosh and the 

famous marine biologist 
Rachel Carson.

Recommended Reads
Man on the Moon - Simon Bartram

Curiosity: The Story of a Mars Rover - Markus Motum
The Marvellous Moon Map - Teresa Heapy & David Litchfield

A Journey Through: Space - Steve Parker & John Haslam

Homework and Logins
Home Reading

Weekly Spelling & 
Handwriting Sheet 

( out on Friday back on Wed)
Get Epic

Coral: ydr7353
Jade: hbn7795

Crystal: hne7001



Topic
Through our topic lessons, we will look back into the 

history of Space travel but also talk about the 
developments in Science and discover more about Sir 

Tim Peake. We will look into the importance of the 
Solar System and the possibility that there is another 

world outside of ours.

PE is on a Thursday for 
Jade class and Friday for 

Coral and Crystal.  
Children need to wear full 
PE Kit into school all day. 
This term we are looking 

at being creative, 
coordination and balance.

Computing
. 

‘We are 
astronauts’ 

We are learning 
to program a 

sprite (such as a 
spaceship) to 

move around the 
screen.

Useful Websites
www.ttrockstars.co.uk
www.numbots.co.uk 
www.getepic.com
www.oxfordowl.co.uk
www.topmarks.co.uk
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies

RE DAY
 In our final R.E. day of 

the year, we are 
exploring different 

religious objects and 
symbols.

Music
This Unit of Work consolidates the 

learning that has occurred during the 
year. All the learning is focused around 
revisiting songs and musical activities, a 

context for the History of Music and the 
beginnings of the Language of Music.

PSHE
Our topic this term is 

Changing ME:
Understand that everyone 
is unique and special and 

can express how they feel 
when change happens.

DT
In DT week we will be using  a range of materials and 
tools  to   design purposeful, functional and appealing 

products.
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